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As the real estate market begins to show signs of recovery, home buyers and sellers, real estate
professionals, investors, and attorneys can rely on the up-to-date eighth edition of Barron's
Dictionary of Real Estate Terms when they need a handy quick-reference source to the industry's
terminology. More than 3,000 short-entry terms and definitions cover topics that include appraisal,
architectural styles, brokerage, construction, development, environmental finance, mortgage types,
zoning, and much more. Many definitions are supplemented with graphs, charts, and line art.
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This dictionary has simple and easy to understand definitions to hundreds of commonly used real
estate terms. Without a good dictionary understanding the language of real estate is literally
impossible and this dictionary makes it easy to do just that. I highly recommend this to anyone who
is learning about real estate.

I was studying for my Real Estate Exam and this book is invaluable. I can't speakmore highly of it.
The price was great compared to the big chain bookstores plus I saved moneyon gas having it
delivered to my front door! a must have for any broker, agent or someone who wantsto know the
meanings behind those sometimes tricky real estate words

This is an invaluable resource. I find myself referring to it many times a day while preparing to take

the real estate license test. It is packed with information that can be used not only for obtaining a
license, but also contains information that could be useful to any homeowner or renter. Can't do with
it!

I returned this Kindle purchase after 10 minutes. The content looks great and I would rate that
higher. But it is a dictionary and I expect to be able to quickly find the entry I am looking for. There
were no instructions about how to search so I tapped the search icon, entered a word (mortgagee),
and hit search. I was presented every entry in the book that included this word when all I wanted
was the definition. When I tapped the word in one of the other entries (only where it is highlighted
and underlined for active link), I finally got to the definition. This is a very awkward and frustrating
way to have to try to find a definition. I then looked at all of the high reviews and found that almost
all of them are rating the paperback version...makes sense because we all know how to quickly flip
to the page where our search term is located-alphabetically. I will stick with Google's "define"
function for now.

Even in this age of the Internet, I still like being able to reach out my arm, grab the dictionary, and
quickly look up a term. This book has most everything I've ever needed, and has lots of updates for
the current world (including real estate websites, etc.). For the price, I consider it a good value. Not
essential, but at about $10, it wasn't a big decision.

Great dictionary. Helped me a lot clarifying terms while learning about Real Estate.I really like how
synonyms and antonyms are connected so it makes it easy to learn new terms. This book is loaded
with examples (sometimes simple and other times more complicated).I used this book everyday for
about three months and didn't see any mistake which made me feel confident about the information
provided.Not very useful for state-related law, but overall, excellent material.Highly recommended, a
must have!

It was a great dictionary for students of real estate. I found it very helpful. The Dictionary of Real
Estate Terms is the best.\

It's good to have for someone in the real estate bussiness.
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